Beauchamps High School Uniform 2022-2023
At Beauchamps High School we pride ourselves on the tidy appearance of all students at all
times.
Uniform
A black blazer with school badge
Plain white cotton/polycotton formal traditional blouse/shirt with a collar, buttoned to the neck
and worn with school tie, school crest to be fully visible just below the knot
Beauchamps High School logo skirt. No other form of skirt is acceptable.
Formal black trousers of standard length (plain black belt worn through belt-loops optional).
Tight trousers and jeans not permitted
Plain black formal flat shoes (not boots, trainers/sports shoes or other footwear such as
Vans/Converse or similar)
Plain black knitted 'V' neck pullover or cardigan (not sweatshirt or tracksuit top). Hoodies can
be worn over blazer as a coat (not in school)
Plain black or white knee length or ankle socks or plain black or beige tights
Subtle and light make-up, including clear nail varnish, is permitted. False eyelashes are not
permitted
Extreme, unnatural hair styles and colours are not permitted
Sports Kit and Equipment
Black & red sports top with school logo (with optional base layer in red/black/white)
Black unbranded PE shorts with red piping
Black and red football socks
Trainers (no plimsolls)
White ankle sports socks (indoor & Summer term)
Plastic-studded (moulded) footwear suitable for use on 3G pitch
Shin pads
Red sweatshirt with school logo (optional)
Black thermal top/base layer (optional)
Plain black sport leggings to be worn underneath shorts (optional)
Black Beauchamps branded sports leggings (optional)
Plain black track suit bottoms (optional)
Gum shield (highly recommended)
Towel
The only jewellery to be worn is a watch and one stud per ear. The stud must be no larger
than the diameter of a standard school pencil. No other form of body piercing is allowed.
Fingernails MUST be kept short to prevent injury to other students. Nails should not be seen
from the underside of the finger. Acrylic and gel nails are permitted, providing they are
rounded and not sharp in any way.
Personal property will be the responsibility of the student and should be individually labelled.
Students who are not in full school uniform should report to their Year Leader upon
arrival in school with a note from their parents/guardian stating the reason. A uniform
note or appropriate sanction will be issued. Parents/guardians may also be contacted.
Please note: the PE uniform rules do not apply to the 6th Form Football Academy.

